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to find pathways where

Then came the Independence of India and there arose

we ensure that such tragedies whether in Delhi or in

a new Punjab on the ashes of the old. When the history

Gujarat never again take place in our country. Therefore,

of that period is written, the making of the new Punjab,

I am not standing before this House to score any partisan

the role of two Individuals will shine in the annals' of history.

points. What happened in 1984 was

They were Jawaharlal Nehru and Sardar Pratap Singh

a grim

national

tragedy and It brought us all to shame. Both the

Kairon. What Punjab Is today Is largely the creation of

....ssination of Shrlmati Indira Gandhi and the subse-·

these

quent events leading to the anti-Silch riots and all those

debating points against my friends in the Akali Oal and

two great men of our country. I do not want to score

ghastly happenings should have never happened. They

I say to them with all respect, while they were all agitating

are blots on our national conscience. On this, there is no

to divide Punjab, the Punjab Govemment, inspired by

difference of opinion on any side. But the question arises:
'Where do we go from here?"

Jawaharlal Nehru and with people like Serdar Pratap
Singh Kairon at their help, wrote a glorious chapter In the
history of Punjab. The Green Revolution Is the creation of

Twenty-one yeat'S have passed; more than one

Pandit Jawarharlal Nehru, late Shrimati Indira Gandhi and

political party has been in power; and yet the feeling

Sardar Pratap Singh Kairon in Punjab. If we are trying to

persists that somehow the truth has not come out and

drive a wedge between the Sikh community and the

justice has not prevailed. Therefore, it is our collective

Congress Party, we must never forget that fact.

responsibility to find ways and means where we could
accelerate the processes which would give our people a
feeling that they do obtain justice In this masalve State of
India, I wish the debate had taken that tone. But the debate
has been

on narrow, partisan lines and I respectfully say

to the House that that does not serve Its purpose.
The Sikhs are a very proud community. They have a
glorious past. Our Gurus have bequeathed to

us

a living

. philosophy which Is more relevant today than It ever was.
That the Sikhs have made a phenomenal contribution to
our freedom struggle is also known. Anybody who goes
to Port Blair would find how many people who went to
prison or who were sent to the gallows happened to be
Sikhs.

apportion blame. But for a time It appeared that Punjab
had fallen on evil days. Wherever I used to go, people used
to tell me Punjab has fallen on evil days. We saw that
period when serious attempts were made to divert the
attention of this brave community which has contributed
so much to the development of our country, which even
to this day, defends many of our national frontiers. People,
many of them outside our country, tried to drive a wedge
between the Sikh community and the mainstream of
national life. The terroriat elements, aided and abetted by
force8 from abroad, sought to disrupt our unity, our polity,
our society. Whatever

we say or do in this House or o~

I think, It would be a sin against our nationhood if we try

Came the partition, the Sikh community suffered the
most. The Canal colonies of erstwhile Punjab which were
blooming with prosperity were the creations

Then came the events of the 19808. Who is to be
blamed and who Is not to be blamed, I am not here to

0'

the Sikh

peasants. However, they were all lost to the Sikh

to

sow the seeds of discontent among the youth of Punjab.

Punjab is a border State of our Union. The SIkhs have been

Its vaUant protectors through centuries.
If you try to create a wedge between the Sikh

community in partition. Many of them migrated to the

community and the national mainstream, my worry Is -

Eastem .part of the Punjab. Lakhs and lakhs of people

maybe It Is not your intention - that you are creating a

became homeless. I have seen people seeing their
daughters, their children being killed before their very eyes
in those ghastly days of partition. That trauma stili haunts

me.

It is to the credit of the Sikh corrwnunity that It did not

allow that tragedy to depr8ss them.

aituaIIon where that ugly phase when terrorism held sway
In Pun;ab might once again come back. That will be no
service to P\qab. ThM would be no service to India or
our nation. I have ...., those ghastly days. Several young

Sikh men U88d to come to me and say; 'Uncle, I want
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to go abroad, I want to study abroad; but I do not get a
visa'. The image of the Sikh youth

was

transformed into
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were the

order of the

day.
So, my request to our friends from the Shiromani AkaU

the Image of terrorists. I have myself experienced in that

Oal Is, by an means criticise the Congress Party.

ugly phase of Punjab and our history where Sikhs

Competitive politics has a role in any democracy. But

were suspect everywhere. Wherever they went across the

please do not say things which will drive a permanent

border post of

one

country to another, there was

speculation that 'Attention, terrorists are entering our
country'.

wedge between the valiant Sikh community and the
national mainstream.
Sir, I said,

we all have been searching for truth, to find

Is also a

out what happened in 1984 eventa. Eight Commissions

tribute to our national mainstream that that sad chapter

have looked at the situation. We were still not satisfied. A

when terrorism held sway over the minds of the young

ninth Commission was appointed. The circumstances

Well, It is a tribute to this community and it

people is a thing of the past. But we must not forget that

under which

our borders are valiantly guarded by our soldiers. But there

explained by my friend Stul Gurudas Oasgupta. We

it

was

appOinted

have

already

been

is such a thing as the struggle for the minds of our people

not a party to the setting up of that Commission. It was

were

and if I say so, if voices from this House were to create

set up by the previous Govemment. Well. we have a Report

a feeling of disaffection once again in this age of instant

and there are still people who feel that the whole truth has

communication, what you say here, what you say in the

not come out. but I think one thing is quite clear. This was

media, reaches outside - I shudder to think what will young

not a Commission appointed by the Congress Government.

people in Punjab see when they hear our Members of

It was a Commission appointed by the NOA Government.

Parliament talk the way we talked. They will once again

We had no hands in the choice of who will be heading

feel insecure about their future. That is not good for Punjab.

this Commission of Inquiry. The very fact that this

That is not good for the Sikh community. That is not good

Commission

for India.

against aH the whispering campaign that has been going

Therefore, in the name of national unity, I appeal to
all the hon. Members not to say or not to do things which
will widen the gulf between the Sikh community and the

a tribute to the community that It
has corne out of that trauma. Punjab once again Is on the
rest of the country. It is

has

unambiguously.

categorically

stated

on for the last 21 years against the top leadership of the
Congress Party. they have finally nailed the lie and they
have shown that aN theae canards which have been
spread about the involvement of the top leadership of the
Congress Party. in those dastardly acts

were totally

untrue.

move. Once again the Central Govemment, the State

We never had any doubts about that. After all, who

Govemment and the people of Punjab will work together

can forget the relationship of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru with

to create a bright new future of the youth of the State. But

the Sikh community. who can forget the love and affection

we all have an obligation to contribute to that process.

that Indira Gandhi bestowed

Nothing should be done which weakens the faith of the

personally been a recipient of that love and affection. I

Sikh youth that their future lies in strengthening the

know how much the late Shri Rajiv Gandhi used to grieve

nationhood.

over what had happened. the tragedy that had befallen

Every comer of this country of ours Is blessed with

the memory of our great Gurus. You go toPonta Sahib,
you go to Nanded Sahib, you go to Assam, every Inch of
this land has been made sacntd by having been touched
by the gNat

on the Sikhs? I have

Gurw. They taught us to reapeot

They taught us practical HCUIarIam at •

an NIIgionI.
time when

the Punjab. and how hard he worked to reverse that
adverse tide. The first thing-that he did

on becoming Prime

Minister was to pay attention to this Punjab problem and
we had the Rajiv-Longowal Accord.
I

raca.

Sardar Balwant Singh, who was at that time

the Finance Minister of the Punjab Government - my

Motion for
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clasamate, my friend of 40 or 50 years - who was later

on murdered by the terrorists. He narrated to me a story

subsequently
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well. Many have since retired, and it is

not possible normally to act against them after such a long

of how the Accord came about. I think, I should shar, that
with this House. He mentioned to me that even after the

the Law Ministry to bring the guilty to book to the maximum

broad outiine of the agreement had been reached, Sant

extent possible.

gap of 20 years. Nevertheless, our Govemment will consult

Harcharan Singh Longowal was uncertain and perplexed.
Then, he said 'let me turn to Guru Granth Sahib'. Therefore,
the two of them went up, they opened up the page and
the message that came on that page

was:

Mr. Speaker, Sir, many political leaders were also
subjects of examination. Here too, the Commission has
clearly stated that.:
-rhere Is absolutely no evidence that Shri Rajlv

MHoye eldar milhu mere bhai, dubldha door karahu liv

Gandhi or any other high ranking Congress <I) leaders

layee-

had suggested or organised attacks on the Sikhs.·

Translated, it says:

In the case of some others, It haa said that it is

·Come and join together, 0 my siblings of destiny;
dispel your

sense

of duality and let yourselves be

probable that they may have some involvement in some
of the incidents, and that there Is evidence to that effect.

lovingly absorbed in the Lord:

The Commission Is in Itself not certain, however, of the

Santjl said 'that resolved my doubts'. That Is how the

cannot act when the Commission Itself Is uncertain of these

Rajlv-Longowal Accord came about.

role of these Individuals. As the ATR says, Governments
issues. . . .(Interruptions) Please listen to me. . . .

I appeal to this House that let us put behind this

(Interruptions)

bittemess; let us stop looking at that grim national tragedy
through partisan spectacles; let us work together to find
new pathways, so that such tragedies will never take place.
Hon. Members have referred to several Issues arising
out of the Report of the Nanavatl Commission. As I said
earlier, it was hoped that the various Commissions of
Inquiry would be able to establish beyond a shadow of
doubt

as to who

were really to be blamed for the violence

and the rioting that followed the assassination of a great
Prime Minister that Shrimati Indira Gandhi was. Unfortunately, this has not been the case. Fingers had been

However, there is something called perception, and
there is the sentiment of the House. The Government
respects and bows to that sentiment. Therefore. keeping
in view the sentiments expressed in the House today, our
Govemment

assures

the

House

that

wherever

Commission

has named any specific individuals

the
as

needing further examination or specific cases needing
re-opening and re-examination, the Government will take
all possible steps to do so within the ambit of law. This
is a solemn promise and a solemn commitment to this
House.

pointed at Individuals, but seldom has there been a proof

Mr. Speaker, Sir, the most important issue is the need

beyond a shadow of doubt in the Reports of the Inquiry

to rehabilitate the families of those affected by that national

Commiaeions. Consequently, the search for truth has to

tragedy. Twenty years after the event, it may be considered

continue. The Justice Nanavati Commission of Inquiry Is

late in the day to be saying this. However, if there have

only the latest attempt In that direction.

been any shortcomings in this regard, it is our solemn

I am not going to find fault with it, but as in the case
of &orne of the previous Cornmlsalona, doubts IlIU remain
and I acknoWledge that f8c:t. Most Government officials

assurance that we will make sincere efforts to redress
these shortcomings.
We will try to ensure that widows and children of those

and police offlclals who have been examined by the

who suffered In thia tragedy are enabled to lead a life of

Commission for their role have retired from the Govem-

dignity and self-respect. It will be our honest attempt to

ment. ActIon against some of them

wipe

was taken then.

and

away the tears from every suffering eye.
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Spa,.r, Sir, what happened, I .ay once again,

a national shame, a national and a great human

tragedy.

I appeal to thil House, "Pray do not poIlticise a human
tragedy. Let u. march on; let the nation march

792

this kind of feeling is developed among the minoritlea and

[Or. Manmohan Singh]
Mr.
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they feel that they have been denied justice then It would

have _Its ill effects which we are witnessing and have
explained in the past allo.
Sir. I do not want to say much. My only submission
is that It Is a big country and even If action needs to be
taken against a few persons for maintaining its unity and
harmony among people and for instilling faith among a

[Translation]

PROF. RAM GOPAL YADAV (Sambhal) : Mr. Speaker.
Sir, Hon. Prime Minister has intervened In the discussion
to give an assurance to the House and thus he has sent
a message to the entire public. We are discussing this
l8sue In the House. Even the political opponents of

Shrimati Indira Gandhi were aggrieved over her assassi·
nation. I wu in the opposition. We were also in tears but
what happened afterwards was very unfortunate. those
who were In Delhi and out of Delhi must have witnessed
that Sikhs were being attacked in such a way that they
had to use force and make efforts to save them. It is a
long story and I do not want to go into it. I only want to
make this submission that this community has contributed

a lot In freedom struggle and even after independence they
have extended their commendable contribution in the
progress of the country be It defence of borders of the
country or any other internal matter. But the incident of
assassination of Shrimatl Indira Gandhi on 31 October.

1984 has demoralized this great community. there is no
doubt about it. The Important thing is to see what needs
to be done In this regard.

glorious community then it should be done.
I conclude with these words.
{English]

17.00 hr••

SHRIMATI MANEKA GANDHI (Pilibhlt) : Sir. this is an
issue I waited for 21 years to speak out loudly about.
am happy that I have been given the opportunity.
What I would say Is. at the absolute height of threat
perception Shrimati Indira Gandhi was asked to remove
her Sikh bodyguards. She did not do so and said that it
would further humiliate and divide that community. She was
a true nationalist. Old we honour this memory? Did we
honour this attitude of hers by what was done by the Ruling
party after she died? In the memory of a woman who
refused even to think of Sikhs as separate from hers, what
did the Ruling party do?
There have been many riots. There have been riots.
as you have pointed out, in Gujarat. in Meerut and in
Moradabad. Every time somebody Is caught. There will

18.58 hr••

continue to be riots a. we grow more and more In

[MR. DEPUTY,SPEAKER in the -Chailj
At this point of time It would be futile to discuss those
Incidents that have occurred earlier and compare them

with each other. Things might have been different had we
discussed this Issue four years ago. It reflects from the view

Of hon. Prime Minister that If people think that because of
5-10 people whom the entire community suspects of
having a hand in the riots, they have been denied justice
and offenders have not been puniahed even after the
musacre of 80 many people and such large acaIe
violence then people would definitely be dIaappoinWd. If

population - man against man - for some reason or the
other. But. this is the first case in which the carnage was
organised In a cold. heartless and organised manner by
the Ruling party where people were sent out in teams to
find out how much petrol they needed. how many ropes
they needed and how many tyres they needed.
I was in Maharani Bagh. I saw a team led by our
Municipal Corporator, who is

now In the Rwing party.

enter.

He had a list In his hand. In that list were numbers of the
houses that were occupied and owned by Sikhs. Each one

was burnt. He burnt the taxi stand in front of me. If I had

